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Asset allocation of securities investment funds is the core of asset management. 
It has an obvious role on improving the performance of investment and reducing the 
risk of the investment. But overall, China's securities investment funds lack the 
ability to spread investment risk through asset allocation, which makes our funding 
agencies chase the winner and cut the loser. During this financial crisis, China's fund 
industry suffered heavy losses. In China's current capital markets, the investment 
scopes of funds are only limited to stocks, bonds and cash assets. The room of the 
strategic asset allocation is not very big. At the same time the stock market has 
higher systemic risk, so dynamic asset allocation is very important. 
This thesis first summaries the theory of asset allocation, introduces two 
well-known asset allocation models and points out the advantages using downside 
risk measure to develop asset allocation model. The asset allocation model under the 
downside-risk framework is more reasonable and scientific and thus is more 
applicable in practice. Then the thesis makes a comparative analysis of several asset 
allocation strategies, focusing on analyzing dynamic asset allocation strategy in the 
application of the securities investment funds. Through comparative analysis and 
empirical analysis, the thesis compared the different performances and risks within 
the different dynamic asset allocation strategy and proposed that China's securities 
investment funds should choose the different dynamic asset allocation strategy in 
different market situations. Also, the research showed that Sortino ratio is superior 
to Sharp ratio in actual application. 
At present, China's fund industry is in rapid development period, and the 
market environment is more and more mature, so it is necessary for fund agencies to 
choose the scientific asset allocation method. Therefore, studying and exploring the 
different periods of fund asset allocation strategy not only helps fund management 
companies enhance their core competitiveness and give better return funds to 
investors, but also advises fund investors to select funds more scientific in different 
investment cycle. 
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